Results of the works on the numerical modeling of the extrusion process using elastic tool are presented. In industrial practice, rubber and elastomer spacers are most commonly used, which significantly reduces the tool preparation costs as compared to traditional steel dies. The paper presents results of numerical simulations along with the process of rubber tool deformation in a specially prepared model device. The use of the software for numerical modeling in conjunction with laboratory experiments allows the initial development of a material model for further analysis of shaping processes using elastic tools.
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Elastic tools are used for single and small batch production. The entire aviation industry, where elastomeric stamps are used to shape various types of plating sheets, spacers, fire dividers, brackets and fasteners, is the best example. Some of these products are shown in fig. 1. Generally for the aviation, continuous improvement of devices, and update adaptation to requirements is characteristic, which makes that large production batches of a given product have no technical and economic reasons. Complex shapes of produced components, matched to the curvatures and the located equipment, require expensive and complicated devices. Often, after a few pieces or a single batch, the test product is altered, or replaced with a newer development version, which generates very high costs. Economic considerations made it elastic tools found such a wide application in the industry. An important advantage of this method is that to make the extrudate in a press with rubber insert, preparation of the rigid matrix is enough, and the role of the full stamp is played by the rubber insert that conforms to the intended shape. This reduces the actual tooling costs by half and reduces the time required to produce the shaping elements. Many times it happens that tools designed for the particular product can be reused after converting, taking into account the change introduced in the article, or redesigned [1–4]. The use of numerical simulation results during designing based on the finite element method (FEM) allows for a shorter design time and quicker validation of the accepted design assumptions, taking into account the behavior of the sheet under the load carried by the elastic stamp.

The possibility of detecting any errors during the construction phase, and not just during the tool manufacturing, increases the comfort of human work and minimizes the risk of unsatisfactory results.

In the presented analysis of the pressing process, it was decided to run simulations in the Simufact Forming software, which would allow to generate a grid of surface elements that accurately reproduce the assumed shape of the blank and the resulting extrudate.

Realization of the pressing process with elastic tool

The process of pressing with elastic tool in industrial conditions is most often based on the construction of a matrix on a sliding table, which moves along the guides, which prepared assembly – with shaping material, protective layers and elastic diaphragm – introduce into the working area of the press (fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Examples of products extruded with elastic stamps

Fig. 2. Bottom of the table with visible guides

After this process has been prepared, the working fluid is applied at the appropriate pressure and the assumed forming time is maintained, which depends on many technological and construction factors (thickness and type of shaping material, assumed shape of the finished product, taking into account the pressing depth and bending radius, etc.).
The introduction of composite metal sheets and solutions with spacers made of other materials into the aviation constructions made some products to be shaped after folding. Such processes are particularly difficult to implement due to the possibility of different elongation and bending of interconnected structural elements. In this case, additional insertion of internal stresses during the formation of the element is not recommended, and sometimes even dangerous. For this reason, the developed design solutions for elastic pressing tools sometimes include the need for annealing in the same instruments, where the blanks are attached to the embossing process. Fig. 3 shows subsequent stages of the elastic pressing process, and in fig. 4 – examples of hydraulic presses with a tunnel construction for the described process.

The Czech tunnel press from ZDAZ requires setting the matrix with the blank on the press table. When the table is moved to the work zone of the machine and the package is assembled into the work surface, the tool is formed by an elastic diaphragm, which separates the toolbox and the blanks from the work chamber with a bag-shaped rubber filled with high pressure fluid. In the case of the Swedish AVURE tunnel press, this liquid reaches a working pressure of up to 800 bar. During practical implementation of the pressing processes with elastic tools in tunnel hydraulic presses, great technological and construction experience is required. One of the basic problems is to obtain products that fit within the assumed dimensional tolerances, which is not obvious at the deformation tool [5–9].

Numerical analysis of the pressing process with elastic tool

For numerical calculations of shaping processes using elastic tools, Simufact Forming software was selected, which gives wide opportunities of digitization the geometric model of the blank. Finishing of sheet metal in the Sheet Mesh module provided for their optimum distribution within the sheet thickness (3 or 5 elements in thickness were used in the calculation) and allowed to limit their number. Fig. 5 shows the numerical model of the tools used to perform the pressing of 2 parallel variable ribs in a sheet metal product. The main difficulty of the planned numerical simulation was introduction of the rubber material model, from which the stamp was made. The assumptions of the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s numbers were used to construct a linear model, which proved to be too simplistic, however. In addition, during the analysis, it was decided to enclose the elastic rubber element in a rigid casing, limiting the movement of the rubber to the sides. Only the geometric model was designed to provide adequate pressure, which allowed deformation of 0.5 mm thick titanium sheet. Selection of titanium resulted from the widespread use of this material in the aviation production, for example, for fire barriers or supports. In case of this type of products, the need to cut to the size, it is also necessary to make the ribs making these very light structures more rigid. Results of the initial calculations are shown in fig. 6, where an example of the distribution of substitution stresses is given at the end of the shaping process.

In order to more accurately describe the conditions of the numerical analysis, it was necessary to build a model of the elastic material. Experimental studies were conducted using a specially prepared research instrument, which was built in the strength machine located in the laboratories of the Lublin University of Technology (fig. 7). After the compression tests of rubber stamps (made of commercially available material) of different heights (50, 100 and 150 mm) were determined, the dependence of strain-deformation, equation and graph for which is shown in fig. 8, was determined.
Based on the calculations for a given material model, rib pressing processes on titanium sheets (fig. 9) are currently being analyzed – in this case, the most common problem is the folding and so-called loose fields. Unfortunately, each of the analyzed processes, when changing the elastic stamp material, requires additional testing to prepare data for the FEM software material models.

Conclusions

The application of FEM software at the stage of construction of the tools for the pressing process with elastic tools significantly simplifies the implementation procedure of this technology. Determining the correct shape of the rigid tool and choosing the characteristics of the elastic stamps with regard to the applied shaping forces is still an important technological problem. These issues are becoming increasingly difficult and less predictable as the complexity of the construction of components produced by this method increases. Further development of computational techniques greatly facilitates the design, and it is possible that new models of simulation software will include models of commercially available materials.
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